The Provant® Therapy System is indicated for adjunctive use in
the palliative treatment of postoperative pain and edema of soft
tissue. Provant received FDA clearance in 1997, 2010, and 2013.
Prior to use, please see the Provant Instruction Manual for more
information on indications, contraindications, precautions,
warnings and operator’s instructions.

Treatment Pad Positioning
Pictorial illustrations of options for
comfortable positioning
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Quick Start Guide
Step 1: The Provant® Therapy
System may be given to you
by your clinician, or shipped to
your home. It comes in a white
shipping box. Save the box and
the return label.

Step 2: Open the lid. Plug in
the power cord. Push the power
switch on the right side of the
control panel; the switch lights up.
Step 3: Match the disposable
cover starburst to the treatment
pad starburst. Make sure you can
see the words “This side towards
patient” showing through the
clear window.

Step 4: Center the starburst
side of the pad directly against
the area to treat per prescriber
instructions. If necessary, prop
it in place with a pillow or rolled
towel.
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Step 5: Press the Start/Stop
button. The timer counts down
from 30 minutes. The treatment
then shuts off by itself. Dispose
of the cover. Turn off the power
switch on the right side.

Instructions for use of this
pictorial booklet
1) Treat where and how
your prescriber instructed
you to treat
2) If no instructions were provided
by your prescriber for how to
treat, the following pictorials
are options; you may call
your Regenesis Patient Care
Coordinator at 877.970.4970
3) Always aim the starburst
on the Disposable Cover
towards treatment area
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Components of the
Provant® Therapy System
Disposable Covers for
Treatment Pad

Provant Device

Leg Amputation
Lying on a couch
or bed; a pillow or
rolled towel may
be used to hold the
pad in place

Sitting on a recliner; a
pillow or rolled towel
may be used to hold
the pad in place

Treatment Pad

Illustration of the
Dome-Shaped Therapy Field
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Knee
Sitting in a recliner,
with foot rest up, using
rolled towels or pillows
to prop the pad
Lying in bed, or on a
couch, using pillows or
rolled towels to prop
the pad
Sitting in a recliner,
on couch, or in bed,
placing pad under your
knee

Hip

Sitting down, lean
pad on hip
Lying down, lean
pad on hip; prop
pad with pillow
or rolled towel if
needed
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Tips for pad positioning
• Take a comfortable position.
• If needed for increased comfort, you may
wrap the Treatment Pad one time in a towel,
or soft t-shirt.
• Rolled towels or pillows may be used for
holding the Treatment Pad in place if
needed, being careful to not put the
rolled towels or pillow between the pad
and the treatment area.
• Rolled towels or pillows may be used
for propping arms, legs, feet and back.
This may help relieve stress on joints
and muscles.
• Always aim the starburst on the
Disposable Cover towards your
treatment area.
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Lower Back (Lumbar)
Lying on your back (in
bed); a pillow or other
cushion may be used
under your knees for
comfort
Lying on your side
on a couch or in bed,
pad propped against
your back
Lying on your side
on a couch, with the
back of the couch
supporting the pad
Lying on your stomach;
a pillow or rolled towel
may be used under
your head and/or feet
for comfort
Sitting on a couch, chair
or recliner; a pillow may
be used for comfort
below the pad
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Hand / Wrist
Sitting or lying down;
place hand on middle
of pad

Sitting or lying down;
place wrist on middle
of pad

Elbow

Sitting or lying down;
place elbow on middle
of pad; a pillow may be
used to raise the pad
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Ankle
Sitting down, pad on
floor, leaning pad on
ankle
Lying in bed or on
couch, leaning pad
on ankle

Shoulder

Mid-Back
Sitting on couch, chair
or recliner; a pillow may
be used for comfort
below the pad
Lying on your back;
a pillow or rolled
towel may be used
for comfort

Using yellow cord to
anchor the pad

Lying on your side
on a couch or in
bed, pad propped
against your back

Lying in bed or on the
couch, prop pad
(a pillow may be used)

Lying on your side
on a couch, with the
back of the couch
supporting the pad

Sitting on a couch,
with the pad between
shoulder and couch
(a pillow may be used
to hold the pad up
in place)

Lying on your
stomach; a pillow
or rolled towel
may be used for
comfort
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Upper Back / Neck (Cervical)
Sitting on a couch, chair
or recliner; a pillow or
rolled towel may be
used to hold the pad up
in place.

Lying on your back;
a pillow or rolled
towel may be used
for comfort

Lying on your side,
pad propped against
your neck; a pillow
may be used to
support the pad
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Foot
Lying on your back,
on couch or in bed,
using end of couch or
pillow to prop up pad

Sitting down,
placing pad on
the floor with your
foot on center of
pad
Sitting, or lying
down, using rolled
pillows to balance
the pad.

Toes

Sitting down placing
pad on the floor, with
toes on center of pad
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